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Abstract 
The validity of the two-phase method for preemptive scheduling is established in a wide 
context by means of a classical result of polarity. A geometrical interpretation is given and 
relations to minimal length almost nonpreemptive scheduling are discussed in thih general 
setting. 
1. Introduction 
The object under study in this paper is the following linear program: 
with variables (.Y. t, ;_), where A E W * P and R E iw” ’ IJ are matrices; 0 < I’ E FJ.“, , rl, h E ET’. 
x E Rp are column vectors; i E 1w” is a row vector, and t E R. 
The reason for studying such a linear program LP is to provide a common 
framework for several known results addressing preemptive scheduling problems 
which can naturally be formulated in the above form. To make this idea more precise. 
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let us first recall the main features of preemptive scheduling as well as the so-called 
two-phase method for solving special cases of it. 
Preemptive scheduling deals with a set of jobs J = {J1, . . . ,J,} which have to be 
processed by means of a set of processors P = (PI, , P,}. Preemption is allowed, 
that is, the execution of a job on a processor can be interrupted without penalty at any 
time and continued, later or immediately, on any processor able to process it 
(according nevertheless to certain rules specifying what can be processed simulta- 
neously). An instance of this problem is defined by three types of data: 
(a) Speed of execution: for each processor Pi and job Jj we are given the time pij 
which would be required to process completely Jj on Pi. 
(b) Simultaneity of processing: call action the fact of executing part of a job Jj on 
a processor Pi, so that an action is determined by a pair (i,j). An instance of the 
preemptive scheduling problem is characterized by those sets of actions which can 
occur simultaneously. Such a set will be called an operating mode and will be 
represented by its (0, 1}-incidence vector in (0, lJpxJ = (0, l}mn. Any matrix 
A E (0, 1>=mn whose rows Ai are the incidence vectors of the operating modes will be 
called the matrix of operating modes of the given instance. 
(c) Cost of processing: for each operating mode Ai a cost rate ci > 0 for applying Ai 
during one time unit is given. 
The goal considered here is to determine a schedule of minimal cost for the 
processing of all jobs. 
A schedule is completely determined by a sequence (&, Ag(k));=l which describes 
times ?+ during which operating modes AsckJ will be applied, in the order given by the 
sequence. The cost of the schedule is Ci=, ck&. 
This preemptive scheduling problem can be expressed as a linear program LP’ of 
the form LP, where A is the matrix of operating modes, the component Xij of vector 
x is the time spent by job Jj on processor Pi in the schedule determined by the vector 
R, and Bx + td < b stands for the set of constraints CyZI Xij/pij = 1 (,i = 1, . , n) 
which guarantees the completion of job Jj (d = 0 in this case). 
For the special case, where the objective is to find a schedule of minimal length (i.e. 
ci = 1 for all Ai’s) and where furthermore the family of operating modes is implicitly 
given by the rule: 
A job cannot be on more than one processor at a time and similarly no processor can 
work on more than one job at a time, 
the problem has been solved by Slowinski and Weglarz [13] and independently by 
Lawler and Labetoulle [lo]. (We shall refer to this situation as the busic model and 
denote by LP” the corresponding linear program of the form LP’.) These authors 
showed that in such a situation, the problem can efficiently be solved by the so-called 
two-phase method which runs as follows: 
Phase 1: Determine the duration t* and the vector x* of total times xij jobs Jj’S are 
processed on the Pi’s in an optimal solution of LP”. This pair (x*, t*) is obtained as an 
optimal solution of the following linear program LPl”: 
( min t, 
ji,~ij.t, i= l,.... 02, 
(LPl”) 
i 
iC, .Yij d t, j = 1, ... .IZ, 
(I.11 
( 1.2) 
1 .Yij 3 0, i = 1, . ,112, 
,j 1, ,t7. 
Notice that LPl” depends only on the variables .Y and t, and not on i.. 
Phuse 2: Solve the partitioning problem 1,A = .Y*~. i > 0, by a vector ;_* satisfying 
i*l = t* (so that (.u*, t*, 2*) is an optimal solution of LPI’). 
The validity of a similar two-phase method for some families of operating modes 
extending the basic model of [lo, 131 has been shown by Slowinski [12] and de Werra 
[S, 61. These authors exhibited a linear program for Phase 1 and a partitioning 
algorithm for Phase 2, which is used “a posterior? to prove the optimality of the result 
of Phase 1. 
The question underlying this work is: Is it possible to solve the linear program LP 
(and therefore the general preemptive scheduling problem LP’) by a generalized 
two-phase method? More precisely, does a linear program LPl exist which depends 
only on the variables x and t, and not on i., such that an optimal solution (s*. t*. i*) of 
LP can be found by the following two phases: 
Phase 1: Determine (x*, t*) as an optimal solution of LPI. 
Phase 2: Determine A* as a solution of min j.*c s.t. ;.A = s*l‘, i, 3 0. 
This question will be settled affirmatively. 
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we give our main 
result. that problem LP can always be solved in two phases. We then give a geometri- 
cal interpretation of the (generalized) two-phase method which makes clear how and 
why the determination oft* (and .Y*) can occur prior to the one of the actual schedule 
determined by i.*. In Section 3 we show how previous preemptive scheduling results 
fit in our setting and discuss how resources can be taken into account. In the last 
section the applicability of the two-phase approach is considered for some cases ol 
almost nonpreemptive scheduling. 
Throughout the paper we will use the following notations. Unless otherwise 
specified, a vector x E R” is a column vector and s’ denotes its transpose. For k E R. 
k denotes the vector (row or column) of dimension appropriate to the context and 
having all its components equal to k. Finally, for a given matrix A, Cow(Au (0)) (resp. 
Cone(A)) stands for the convex hull of the rows Ai of il and the vector 0 (resp. the cone 
of the rows A, of A). 
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2. General form of the two-phase method 
Let A be the matrix and c the vector of program LP and AE [wuxp, RE [wcxp be 
matrices such that 
P:= ConU({ljci.AiI 1 < i < s}u{O}) = {XEWIAX < 1, Rx d 0). (2.1) 
Consider for B, d and h given in LP the following linear program LPI with variables 
~E[W and .YEIW~: 
I 
t, =mint, 
Ax < tl, 
(LPI) Rx < 0, 
Bx + td 6 h, 
t 3 0, 
and for all x0 E [wp 
t2(-YO) = min AC, 
(LP2kl)) 
! 
iA = xi, 
i 3 0, 
with variable i E iw”, which is a row vector. 
We claim that LP can be solved in two phases, where Phase 1 consists in solving 
LPl and Phase 2 in solving LP2(x) with x resulting from an optimal solution obtained 
in Phase 1: 
Theorem 2.1. Let x E Rp he u column uector, t E R, and/z E R” he u row vector. Statements 
(i) and (ii) imply (iii), and (iii) implies (i), where: 
(i) (.u, t) is un optimal solution qfLP1, 
(ii) (A) is an optimal solution of LP2(x), 
(iii) (x, t, A) is un optimal solution of LP. 
For the proof of this theorem we shall need the following result of the classical 
theory of polarity. 
Recall that for X c [w”, the polar X* of X is the set 
X*:= {z~[W”Iz~.x < 1 for all XEX). 
Proposition 2.2 [ 111. Let P c R” he a polyhedron with 0 E P. Then: 
(i) P* is a polyhedron. 
(ii) P ** = p. 
(iii) [f P = Conv{O,xI, . . .._ w,> + Conejy,, . . . . yk) then P* = {ZER”IXTZ < 1, 
i = 1, . ,m, J)TZ < 0, ,j = 1, . , k} and concer.selJ’. 
Notice that for the polar P* of P = Cona( il/c;.A, 1 1 < i d .sJ u :Oi) we then have 
P* = Coru:(A, 0) + Cone(R) = (.Y E [wp / l/c;. Ais < 1, 1 < i < .s]. 12.2) 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We first show that: 
(a) If (r’, r’) is an optimal solution of LPI, then LP2(.\-‘) has an optimal solution and 
t, 3 tz(S’): 
If t , = 0 then /r.u’ E P, V/L > 0, hence Y’ = 0 (for P is bounded by (2.1)) and the row 
vector i.“:= 0 is an optimal solution of LP2(.u’) implying f2(.Y) = 0 = f, 
If t, # 0 then J’:= x/t1 E P and by (2.1) there exists Fi 3 0, 1 < i < s, such that 
1.’ = x,:= , T;. l!ci. Ai and xi= 1 Ii < 1. Then. the row vector i.” with >.i’ := f, z, c’,, 
1 < i < s, is feasible for LP2(s’). Hence LP2(.\-‘) has an optimal solution and 
f2(_Y’) < i,“c < t,. 
We show next that: 
(b) If (.Y, t. ;) is an optimal solution of LP, then (.Y, t) is feasible for LPI: 
(i) ilj.x = A,(C;‘, , 3.,,4:) = XI= 1 &c,.(Aj(l/ci.Ai)‘) < C:_, iici. 1 < t for all rows 
A, of il. 
Now. if (x’. r’) is an optimal solution of LPI and i.’ is an optimal solution of LP~(.Y’), 
then by (a) (s’, f’. ;_‘) is a feasible solution of LP. Hence LP has an optimal solution, say 
(r, f, 2). and t,, < tl. By (b), (x, t) is feasible for LPl. hence f, ,< to. Thus t, = to and 
(x’. t’. 2.‘) is an optimal solution of LP. 
Conversely, if (.u, t, i) is an optimal solution of LP, then by (b) (r. t) is feasible fol 
LPI. Hence LPl has an optimal solution, say (.Y’, t’). and t, < to. Moreover, b> 
(a) LP2(.v’) has an optimal solution i.’ and tz(s’) < r,. Therefore (s’, t’. i’) is feasible 
for LP implying to < fl. Thus to = t, and (x, t) is an optimal solution of I,Pl. 0 
As a complement to Theorem 2.1 we conclude this section by giving a geometrical 
interpretation of the two-phase approach. The main step herein is the following fact: 
Proposition 2.3. 
Proof. Notice that t2(.x) = min (k 1 i. 3 0. ;,A = xr) = max (.Y”z 1 A: < cj. It follows 
that t2(.y) < 1 o sTz < 1 VZE (zERV 1; c,. Aiz < 1. 1 < i < s) so that I// is the polar 
polyhedron of (zE[W~I l/ci.Aiz < 1, 1 < i < .s] = P* (see (2.2)), hence by Proposition 
2,2(ii) /// is equal to P of (2.1). q 
It follows immediately that for tcW+, t!l/ = (.\-E[W~IA.X < tl, Rr < 0; 
= (.Y E [WPI t2(.x) 6 t) for tz(t.u) = t. tz(.y). The meaning of this result is that t# is the 
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set of those points x E W’ for which a partition 2A = xT, i 3 0, can be achieved at 
a cost t*(x) = /Ic < t. 
Determining the values t and x of an optimal solution of LP can therefore be 
achieved by finding the smallest t E R+ and .YE t% such that Bx + td < h, which is 
actually the object of Phase 1. 
Consider now p : Rp + R” defined by p(x) := Bx + d and 29 := { y E 58” /y d b}. The 
cost of an optimal solution is the smallest t for which x = tx’ E to& exists with 
Bx + td = t(Bx’ + d) = t/3(x’) < h or equivalently for which tflf%)nA? # 0. Hence, 
Phase 1 consists simply in determining the smallest homothetic ratio r E R + such that 
tP((fi) intersects &9. If x’ E 92 is a point with tfi(x’) E 93 then (t, tx’) is an optimal solution 
of LPl. Moreover, any representation 2’ of X’ as a convex combination of the vertices 
of @ (i.e. the “weighted operating modes” l/ci. Ai, 1 < i < s, and 0) yields an optimal 
schedule E. with pi := t&, 1 < i < S. 
The interpretation of Phase 1 is simpler when bTd = 0, a situation to be considered 
in the context of scheduling problems with resource constraints at the end of Sec- 
tion 3. In this case BX + td < h reduces to the form 
B’x < b’, (2.3) 
B”x < td” (2.4) 
for some B’, h’, B” and d”. 
Let B’ := {x E Rp 1 B’x < b’ } and 8’ := {X E lQp 1 B”x d d”}. Phase 1 consists then in 
finding the smallest t E R + and x E W with B’x .$ b’, B”x d td”, or equivalently with 
x E .W and x E t:%“. Hence Phase 1 can be interpreted in Rp as determining the smallest 
homothetic ratio t E R + such that t(L%/rM’) intersects 2’. As in the general case any 
representation 2’ of x’ with tx’ E t(-‘Mn%9”)nSY as a convex combination of extremal 
points of 3% yields a schedule i := tA’ of cost less than or equal to t (see Fig. 1). 
Fig. 1. The cost t of an optimal schedule is equal to the smallest homothetic ratio TV R, such that t(?/rM”) 
intersects 3. 
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3. Relations to previous models and resources 
Throughout this section we shall consider exclusively minimal length preemptive 
scheduling problems (i.e. c = 1). We first show how the two-phase methods of the 
previously considered models in [ 10, 13, 12, 51 fit in our setting, and then discuss the 
introduction of resource constraints. 
Notice first that if the family 9 of operating modes is an independence system (i.e. 
c’ c 1/ E 9 = U E Y). programs LP. LPl and LP2 can be given in a simpler form. 
For A, it suffices to consider the incidence matrix of those operating modes maximal 
for set inclusion and to replace 3.A = Y’ by iA 3 .Y T in LP and LP2. Furthermore. 
RX’ d 0 reduces to X’ 3 0. 
The situations considered in [lo, 13, 12. 51 fit in this simplified model. In the basic 
model of [ 10, 133 Phase 1 consists in solving LP 1” of Section 1, which is equal to LP 1 
since 1 is given by inequalities (1.1) and (1.2) (Birkhoff-Von Neumann theorem in 
bistochastic matrices). The families of operating modes considered in [ 121 and 
generalized in [S] are subsets of the operating modes of the basic model. More 
precisely. a nonintersecting family .Y of subsets of the processors P is given (i.e. L!. 
Vg.9 and C’nT/ # 0 3 U c 1/ or b’ c II) with a bound ;b( U) associated to each 
subset U ~9. The family 9 of operating modes in [ 1211 is obtained from the family of 
the basic model by excluding those operating modes which require more than ;s(U;i 
processors for some subset Cl E 9. In fact this condition expresses a limitation on the 
number of processors which can work simultaneously. The family Y of operating 
modes in [S] is obtained from .F by additionally imposing similar conditions on the 
jobs, by means of another nonintersecting family. For the models of 112, 51 the 
authors showed the existence of a two-phase method, in particular they exhibited 
a linear program for Phase 1. This linear program is equivalent to our LPI. as shown 
in [ 1] by the following argument. The family of those subsets of P x J satisfying the 
conditions given by .Y and ;’ is actually the family of all independent sets of a matroid. 
so that the family Y is the family of all sets independent in two matroids. The 
polyhedral description of 9 then follows from a well-known result of Edmonds and. 
once inserted in LPl, delivers a linear program equivalent to the one of [5]. 
To conclude this section we discuss how the preemptive scheduling problem LP’ 
considered in Section 1 can be extended to include some additional resource con- 
straints, while remaining in the setting of LP. Recall that in LP’ Bs + td < h reduces 
to (2.3) so that the addition of resource constraints will be illustrated geometrically on 
the basis of Fig. 1. 
Let us first consider renewable resources. In this case a bound is given for each 
renewable resource K and the amount of K available at any instant is limited by this 
bound. Notice that the need for such a resource at a given instant is completely 
determined by the operating mode in application at this instant. Taking into account 
renewable resources consequently amounts to excluding those operating modes which 
consume too much of one of them and geometrically corresponds to a modification ol 
the polyhedron %/ (Proposition 2.3). This situation clearly remains in the setting of our 
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LP. As an example, the model given in [S] and recalled just above has originally been 
presented as the basic model of [ 10,131 together with renewable resource constraints: 
the processors (or jobs) belonging to some subsets U of the given nonintersecting 
family are considerd as a renewable resource, the availability of which is limited at any 
time by y(U). 
We now consider models involving nonrenewable resources. For any resource K of 
this type the amount k, of K required to process job Jj on processor pi for one time 
unit is given and the amount of I( available up to time z is limited for any z. 
Let us discuss two cases according to the availability of resources: 
(a) If for a given resource K the total amount k at disposal is bounded and already 
available at the beginning of the schedule this resource can be taken into account in 
the model LP: the constraint C.Xijkij < k has to be added to the system Rx < h of the 
preemptive scheduling problem LP'. Geometrically this constraint corresponds to 
a cut of the polyhedron 9’ (see Fig. 1). This cut excludes those points in 59’ which 
cannot be reached by a lack of resource K. 
(b) For resources K becoming available at a linear rate of PK units per time unit, the 
order of application of the operating modes does matter and, conceptually, the 
situation is beyond the scope of linear programming. However, following an argument 
of 121, the problem with a unique nonrenewable resource I< with rate p can be 
handled within model LP, provided that 0 is an operating mode (i.e. doing nothing is 
allowed). 
The necessary condition 
2: Sjjkij d Pt (3.1) 
has to be introduced in LP', yielding again a problem of type LP. This LP solves the 
scheduling problem in the following sense. Assume that the operating modes are 
numbered in order of increasing consumption of K, that is ~jA,kij 
G E.iA<i-+Ijjkti+,,j: 1 < i < s. Let (x, f, ,I) be an optimal solution of LP with t equal to 
i-1 z ic (since 0 is an operating mode, such a solution exists if LP has a solution). An 
optimal schedule respecting the availability of K is then obtained by applying the 
operating modes in the order 1, . . . , s. The introduction in LP' of the constraint (3.1) 
geometrically corresponds to a cut of the polyhedron @n&Y. This cut excludes those 
points which cannot be reached in one time unit, because the availability of resource 
K is too slow. 
4. Almost nonpreemptive schedules 
In this section we shall briefly examine the topic of almost nonpreemptive scheduf- 
ing as introduced in [7]. As a result of Phase 1, we may for each job Jj have several 
processors Pi for which Xi,j > 0. This introduces preemptions in the processing of job 
Jj called first-order preemptions. The partition obtained in Phase 2 will in general give 
schedules where J, will not be on Pi for .~i, consecutive time units. These interruptions 
are called second-order preemptions. As a consequence of such preemptions, a job 
may be processed more than once on a given processor. A schedule with no second- 
order preemption is said to be almost nonpreemptive. 
In order to get an almost nonpreemptive schedule by the two-phase method. the 
submatrix of A corresponding to the support of the solution i of Phase 2 must ha\:e 
the so-called consecutive 1 property [8]. 
We present now a class of minimal length almost nonpreemptive scheduling 
problems (i.e. C’ = 1) which can be optimally solved by the two-phase method. This 
class is characterized by the matrix of operating modes being a so-called lattice matrix 
141. Recall that a (0. 1 )-matrix A is a lattice matrix if its rows can be indexed by the 
elements of a distributive lattice Y and the columns ,j; of A define nonL!ero [O, 1 I - 
valued functions on Y’ which are consecutive (n < h < C’ and ,f;(~l) =,/j(c) = I imply 
f;(h) = I), modular(Ji(lI oh) +jj(n v h) =.f;(a) +j;(h)), and such that,fj(rn) = f;(*M) = 0 
for 111 (resp. M) being the minimal (resp. maximal) element of Y’. 
An example of a lattice matrix is given by the incidence matrix of all convex sets in 
a poset .?Y (L’ c f is a convex set if LI, CE C; and (I < h < c imply h E U). If .,‘/ is the set 
of actions P x J (i.e. a partial order is given on the actions). the convexity condition 
says that when actions a and h with II < h occur simultaneously (i.e. belong to the 
same operating mode), then all actions on chains between (I and h must occur too: 
they are “byproducts” of II and h. This model can be improved by considering for 
instance only those convex sets whose maximal chain has cardinality bounded b) 
a given constant. The corresponding matrix of operating modes is still a lattice matrix 
[41 
If .4 is a lattice matrix, it is known from [S] that whenever LP?(s) has a solution. it 
has an optimal solution whose support corresponds to a submatrix of A having the 
consecutive 1 property. Hence there exists a two-phase method for the minimal length 
almost nonpreemptive scheduling problem. Moreover. all elements for applying 
this method are available from [3, 41. The polyhedral description of (the rows 
of) lattice matrices is known as well as a partitioning algorithm for Phase 2. 
which is based on a longest path computation in a digraph. Moreover. this algorithm 
delivers an ordering of the support of its solution, yielding an almost nonpreemptive 
schedule. 
To sum up, if A is a lattice matrix, then an almost nonpreemptive schedule always 
exists with length equal to that of a minimal length preemptive schedule, and it can be 
determined by a two-phase approach. 
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